GREENING DESERTS
SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS

www.greeningdeserts.com

About us

Greening Deserts projects are cultural, economic,
educational, scientific, social and sustainable projects in
the field of horticulture, hydroculture, sustainable
agriculture and ecological forestry - but also in the fields
of clean technology, green technologies and renewable
energy such as solar, water and wind energy. The focus is
on education, sustainable developments and scientific
research. Conservation, environmental protection and
species protection plays also a very important role.
Main goals of the projects are to reduce deforestation,
desertification, pollution and global warming on a large
scale. Goals are also to improve the energy and food
security, to offer innovative management, ecosystem and
greening services. The projects will reform the agriculture
and
forestry
with
Ecofarming,
Ecoforestry
and
Permaculture methods, technics and techniques. The
projects can include each region and nation in the process,
especially
in
relation
to
Cleantech,
Greentech,
environmental protection, real Sustainable Infrastructures
and Sustainable Investments - Green Finance and
Sustainable Finance.
It is a real chance for the world, especially for Africa and
Europe to reach faster the Climate Goals and more
Sustainable Development Goals together with Greening
Deserts international and innovative developments. The
future vision is to establish several camps for all regions
who need ecological, environmental and sustainable
development services, especially in relation to ecosystem
restoration and environmental services. Each constructive
feedback and real active support is always welcome!

http://www.greeningdeserts.com/

Special Research Library Project and
Media Room Invitation

Cleantech, climate protection, nature conservation,
culture, education, environmental and species
protection, Greentech and science
It's about Greening Camps, research, innovative
developments, global goals and solutions. Greening
Deserts projects like the greening and research camps will
be platforms for Cleantech, climate protection, nature
conservation, culture, education, environmental and
species protection, Greentech and science. All camps can
have a library, lounge and media room. Perfect to
exchange with education, book and media branch, to
experiment with creative designs, green building and
sustainable architecture. Bigger camps will get an Energy
Storage Park and even could be expanded to a kind of
campus or science park. We have not much time to
establish hundreds of camps, greenhouses and new
special areas (on land and at sea!) for the most
endangered species and keystone species of this world. It
is similar as with other cascade effects like the permafrost
and wetlands problem. If more keystone species like the
bees extinct, even relative unknown or small ones, it will
accelerate the mass extinction and reach 'tipping points' in
relation to the critical biodiversity loss is ongoing. The only
way is to focus on this most important issue of the world
and put it on the first place of all agendas, concentrate on
the most endangered known species and find the
forgotten and unknown keystone species with best of
search algorithms, networks and intelligent systems like
AI, Deep Learning, cloud and crowdworking, archive
management and intelligent library systems - powered by
best of computing environments, so like special
supercomputers.
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Cleantech Greentech Research and
Greening Camps

Greening Deserts sustainable projects like the Greening
Camps want to establish innovative developments like
Agrophotovoltaik and Energy Storage Parks, Greening
Drones and Seeding Balloons, Transparent Solar and
Vertical Greenhouses. With the first Greening Camp and
adequate fundings all the sustainable developments could
finally be accelerated and developed worldwide. The
projects were founded and initiated by the Greening
Deserts founder. He informed institutions, organisations
and even invited governments to join these projects and
initiatives, as well as to the Greenhouse Ship, Plastic
Fishing and Trillion Trees Initiative. If for example each
nation plants approx 2 billion trees, we the humanity could
reach the goal to plant one trillion trees very fast and we
could really cool down the planet on a large scale. It would
also protect and save countless species which are
endangered by extinction. There are many campaigns and
initiatives in this relation and we all are connected to
reach the global goals faster.
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Cooling the earth

The planet earth can be
cooled with more diverse
forests, green and natural
landscapes worldwide especially urban regions
which heat up very much
each year. Bamboo, hemp
wood, rice straw and other
sustainable
innovative
building
materials
and
fuels
could
reduce
deforestation, man-made
climate
changes
and
global warming worldwide.
The future of real sustainable cities, the energy transition
and transport sector is: AI and Cleantech, Energy
Efficiency,
Green Building,
Green IT,
Greentech,
Sustainable Architecture, Sustainable Living, Sustainable
Production,
Sustainable
Consumption,
Sustainable
Transport, Sustainable Working, Sustainable Agriculture,
Organic Farming, Ecological Forestry - especially in
relation
to
Community
Gardening,
Hydroponics,
Permaculture, Urban Agriculture, Rooftop Greening and
Vertical Farming. Not forget to mention Sustainable
Aviation, Sustainable Shipping and Sustainable Tourism.
All of these areas or topics will also play an important role
at the Urban Greening Camps. First camps in this relation
are planned for European cities or urban areas and for
open pit terrains or surface mining landscapes. Another
important issue is the improvement of rainwater usage,
establishment of water tanks and reservoirs in urban
areas. Good examples you can see in cities like Chicago,
Toronto and New York who use water tanks on the roofs.
Such water reservoirs are not just good for sustainable
irrigation and water supply in dry or hot times, they are
also good in emergencies like house fires.
http://www.greeningdeserts.com/

Sustainable Development Goals
It’s a real chance for the world, especially for Africa and
Europe to reach the Climate Goals and Sustainable
Development Goals together with Greening Deserts
international and innovative developments. The main
tasks are to establish several research and greening
camps for all regions who need ecological and sustainable
development services. In this relation these Sustainable
Development Goals are important for the projects.
SDG 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all
at all ages.
SDG 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women
and girls.
SDG 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation.
SDG 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all.
SDG 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns.
SDG 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and
its impacts.
SDG 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for
sustainable development, provide access to justice for all
and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions
at all levels.
Of course the other SGD are also important for us all.
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Biodiversity and Species Protection

Other main goals in this relation are to bring back
biodiversity, typical and rare plants of all concerned
region. Seed banks or stores and special greenhouses,
botanical gardens or similar habitats for the most
endangered species will be established at each camp.
Climate protection, conservation, environmental protection
and species protection are also main tasks of the camps.
Of course, we can not do everything. We will exchange
and share a lot with other similar institutions, organisation
and projects - like with national parks, game reserves or
wildlife preserves.

The Greening Camps will establish green spots, healthy
environments and platforms for all regions really need
better soils, clean air and fresh water. The camps will be
platforms for cleantech, climate protection, conservation,
culture, education, environmental protection, greentech
and science. All camps will have a library, lounge and
media room. Bigger camps will get an Energy Storage
Park and even could be expanded to a kind of campus or
science park. We exchanged with a lot of institutions about
it and many liked the projects.
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Reduce Mass Extinction

It's important to prevent the mass extinction in the next
years, to restore and improve biodiversity in so many
areas, also in urban areas. We all need to care more the
species who are endangered or treatended the most! It
makes no sense if there are so many conservation and
species protection initiatives or programs for a single
species like elephants, pandas,.. in background much
more important species dying out. The species protection
community and organisations like IUCN Red List of
Threatened Species should overwork their agenda and
priorities in this relation. Humanity must protect more the
keystone species, particularly on which many other life
forms depend on! For example if the most important
species bees extinct, humans will extinct some years later.
Another point is to support the climate adaption of animals
and plants on the long term, help the species to survive
by providing extra wildlife habitats like more biotopes,
game reserves, meadows, parks and diverse forests for
more biodiversity.
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Nature conservation and environmental
protection

Climate protection, nature conservation and environmental
protection is plant protection, animal protection and
human protection - so it's species protection. Greening
Deserts sustainable projects and initiatives like Greening
Camps and the Trillion Trees Initiative are mainly for
conservation, environmental and species protection. We
will plant billions of trees together with other projects and
organisations. We will reform ecological forestry by various
tree plantations and mixed forest - so like more flower
trees and wild flowers.

http://www.greeningdeserts.com/

Our Services

Greening Deserts Camp projects and products like Hemp
Papers have really big potential to reduce deforestation,
land degradation, pollution and wasting resources
worldwide. Each camp will have a recycling center and
workshops, especially for creative plastic waste recycling
and upcycling. Biowaste Management, Greenhouse
Management and Water Management will improve soils,
air and water quality in all camp areas. More Services you
can find on the official pages.
Other main tasks are to bring back biodiversity, typical
and rare plants of all concerned region. Seed banks or
stores and special greenhouses, botanical gardens or
similar habitats for the most endangered species will be
established
at
each
camp.
Climate
protection,
conservation, environmental protection and species
protection are also main tasks of the camps. Of course, we
can not do everything. We will exchange and share a lot
with other similar institutions, organisation and projects like with national parks, game reserves or wildlife
preserves.
The Greening Camps will establish green spots, healthy
environments and platforms for all regions really need
better soils, clean air and fresh water. The camps will be
platforms for cleantech, climate protection, conservation,
culture, education, environmental protection, greentech
and science. All camps will have a library, lounge and
media room. Bigger camps will get an Energy Storage
Park and even could be expanded to a kind of campus or
science park.
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Greening Deserts Developments and
Services

Quality Assurance in general and specifically





Improving efficiency and quality in all possible areas
Planning, implementation and optimization of test
processes
Connecting and building (also own) archives, so like
Bugdatabases
Improve location quality

Events and Event Management






Organization and substantive monitoring of targeted
information events (information stands) in the field of
politics, business, media, culture – multipliers
Optional services on request
Planning, preparation and execution of crowdfunding
projects
Mediation of investors and sponsors Produce cost
schedules

Further Management Types













Change Management
Greenhouse Management
Information Technology Management
Innovation Management
Knowledge Management
Operations Management
Performance Management
Project & Program Management
Quality Management
R&D Management
Risk Management
Strategic Management

http://www.greeningdeserts.com/

Contact us
Visit the pages: http://www.greeningdeserts.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GreeningDeserts
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/GreeningDeserts
Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/greeningdeserts
You can read more about all the developments on the official
project pages like Agrophotovoltaik, Energy Storage Park,
Greening Coasts, Greening Camp, Greening Drone, Greenhouse
Ship, Green Ring Africa, Great Green Wall North Africa, Hemp
Books, Hemp Papers, Plastic Fishery, Recycling Ship, Rooftop
Greening, Seeding Balloon, Transparent Solar, Urban Greening
Network, etc..
Visit the official websites and social pages for regular updates.
Climate protection, nature conservation and environmental
protection is also species protection. We need more
environmental awareness and sustainability, sustainable living
and sustainable working, in all fields or areas. We need to create
a world of understanding, acceptance, respect, tolerance,
compassion and consciousness.

The Earth and soil is the basis of all life, even on the deep
undergrounds of the oceans. The deforestation, land degradation
and the pollution of air, water and soils by humans is responsible
for many climate changes, human-made global warming and
even a mass extinction in only 100 years! If humanity will fail to
save and protect the most important species, the endangered
and keystone species, the human species will also die out –
maybe also in just 100 years. – Oliver Gediminas Caplikas
About a third of the world’s soil has already been degraded. Soils
are the basis of life, ninety five percent of our food comes from
the soil. – Maria-Helena Semedo
A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests are the
lungs of our land, purifying the air and giving fresh strength to
our people. – Franklin D. Roosevelt
http://www.greeningdeserts.com/

